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On the Wafer/Pad Friction of Chemical–Mechanical
Planarization (CMP) Processes—Part I: Modeling

and Analysis
Jingang Yi, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Friction characteristics between the wafer and the
polishing pad play an important role in the chemical–mechanical
planarization (CMP) process. In this paper, a wafer/pad friction
modeling and monitoring scheme for the linear CMP process
is presented. Kinematic analysis of the linear CMP system is
investigated and a distributed LuGre dynamic friction model is
utilized to capture the friction forces generated by the wafer/pad
interactions. The frictional torques of both the polisher spindle
and the roller systems are used to monitor in situ the changes
of the friction coefficient during a CMP process. Effects of pad
conditioning and patterned wafer topography on the wafer/pad
friction are also analyzed and discussed. The proposed friction
modeling and monitoring scheme can be further used for real-time
CMP monitoring and process fault diagnosis.

Index Terms—Chemical–mechanical planarization (CMP),
friction, LuGre friction model, process modeling and monitoring,
shallow trench isolation (STI).

I. INTRODUCTION

CHEMICAL–MECHANICAL planarization (CMP) is an
important enabling technology for semiconductor man-

ufacturing. During a CMP process, the wafer is pushed down
against a moving polishing pad to achieve surface planarization.
Chemical slurry is poured onto the polishing pad to assist the
material removal and surface planarization. It is widely known
that the chemical reactions between slurry fluids and the wafer
surface and mechanical abrasiveness between particles in slurry
and the wafer surface aid material removal during the polishing
process. Slurry fluids also help to remove the ground-off mate-
rials and byproducts.

Due to the complexity of the process environments and lack
of in situ sensors, the CMP process is not completely under-
stood. In recent years, various mathematical models were de-
veloped to explain the material removal mechanisms assuming
different wafer/pad contact regimes. These wafer/pad contact
regimes can be categorized as direct contact, semi-direct con-
tact, and lubrication and hydrodynamic contact. For example,
Wang et al. [1] and Fu et al. [2] used a solid-to-solid contact me-
chanics model to explain the material removal. In Runnels and
Eyman [3], Sundararajan et al. [4], and Cho et al. [5], hydro-
dynamic and lubrication models were proposed assuming that
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Fig. 1. Schematic of slurry thin film thickness, friction force, and different
water/pad contact regimes for CMP processes.

there exists a slurry fluid film between the wafer and the pol-
ishing pad. Based on a lubrication and mass transport model,
Thakurta et al. [6] also considered the deformation of the pad.
An idealized model of a mixture of contact mechanics and lu-
brication hydrodynamics was discussed in Tichy et al. [7] with
some geometry assumptions.

It has been generally assumed that the thickness of the thin
slurry film between the wafer and the pad determines which
regime a particular process setup belongs to. Fig. 1 shows the
relationship among various contact regimes, slurry film thick-
ness, and some polishing parameters, such as slurry viscosity,
relative velocity between the wafer and the polishing pad, and
applied wafer/pad pressure [8].

The characteristics of the wafer/pad interface play an im-
portant role in the CMP process performance. In this two-part
paper [9], we discuss one important mechanical characteristic
of such an interface: wafer/pad friction. Direct and semi-direct
wafer/pad contact regimes are considered in this study since
they have been observed in most CMP processes [2], [7]. Fig. 1
shows the change of the friction force under various CMP
regimes. Investigation of wafer/pad friction in CMP processes
is first discussed as a method for automatic process end-point
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detection (EPD). For a good review of friction EPD for CMP
processes, readers can refer to Bibby and Holland [10], Hether-
ington and Stein [11], and references therein. Litvak and Tzeng
[12] discussed briefly the use of the spindle motor current
for EPD and process monitoring. Sikder et al. [13] discussed
measuring the coefficient of friction (COF) under various
polishing parameters such as table rotating speed and polishing
downforce on a prototype of a rotary CMP polisher without
pad conditioning. Recently, Homma et al. [14] showed that the
CMP material removal rate is proportional to the wafer/pad
friction force.

All of the aforementioned literature discussed either empir-
ical or experimental approaches to study wafer/pad friction with
some simplified processes. For a multistep CMP process, pol-
ishing parameters could change from step to step and, therefore,
the friction force or torque could vary accordingly. In order to
monitor in situ the friction changes and use this information
to further enhance the process performance, we need to un-
derstand the underlying physics and the relationship between
the polishing parameters and the measured friction forces. The
recently developed Cu/low- CMP processes require real-time
friction monitoring. However, there are few studies on the ac-
tual wafer/pad friction mechanism and on how to monitor the
wafer/pad friction in-situ. One of the main goals of this study
is to fill such a gap. Particularly, we investigate: 1) the dis-
tributed friction forces across the wafer/pad contact surface; 2)
the impacts of pad conditioning and wafer film topography on
wafer/pad friction; and 3) estimating and monitoring the fric-
tion coefficient under various polishing conditions and relevant
applications. Although the linear CMP polisher is used as an ex-
ample for modeling and analysis, the analysis and results can be
extended and applied to any other orbital and rotary CMP pol-
ishers.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the Lam linear planarization technology (LPT) CMP
systems including the pad conditioning systems. In Section III,
we present a wafer/pad friction model without considering the
pad conditioning effect. Friction torques applied on both spindle
and roller systems are discussed. The pad conditioning effect on
wafer/pad friction is investigated in Section IV. Section V dis-
cusses the effect of wafer pattern topography on the wafer/pad
friction characteristic. Concluding remarks are presented in Sec-
tion VI.

II. LINEAR CMP

During a CMP process, the wafer is held face-down with air
suction by a wafer carrier against the polishing pad. In widely-
used rotary CMP polishers, the polishing pad is on a rotating
table with a relatively large radius. The wafer carrier is rotating
against the polishing pad table. The polishing pad table is nor-
mally rigid, and the wafer carrier can be tilted or controlled by
the inside air zones.

The linear polisher uses a different mechanism. Fig. 2 shows
a schematic of the Lam LPT setup. The polishing pad is moving
linearly against the rotating wafer. An air-bearing supports
the polishing pad from an air platen underneath the pad [see
Fig. 3(a)]. The air zones on the platen are a set of co-centered

Fig. 2. Schematic of Lam linear CMP systems.

small holes located at different radii as shown in Fig. 3(b). By
tuning the air pressure of different air zones on the platen and
adjusting platen height, we can change the polishing pad de-
formation and therefore control the wafer polishing uniformity.
The use of this proprietary air-bearing platen intrinsically im-
proves within-wafer nonuniformity (WIWNU) and decouples
uniformity control from removal rate and planarization control.
Compared with regular rotary CMP tools, the LPT design can
provide a wide range of polishing pad speeds and polishing
pressures, and, therefore, increases the process throughput, as
well as the planarization performance [15].

In CMP processes, it is critial that the surface of the polish
pad is maintained at a certain roughness level in order to keep
the process performance stable. Conditioning the pad is an ef-
fective method to achieve this [16]. In practice, a moving abra-
sive conditioning disk is pushed against the moving polish pad
with controllable contact force. Hundreds of small diamonds are
usually mounted on the conditioner disk surface. When the disk
is moving across the pad, it will scratch the pad and, therefore,
maintain the pad surface roughness level. Fig. 4 shows two dif-
ferent pad conditioning systems: radial arm and linear. For the
radial arm conditioner system [Fig. 4(a)], the conditioner disk is
driven by a rotating arm at a constant angular speed. The linear
conditioner instead moves in a straight line across the polishing
pad. We will discuss the kinematics of the conditioner system
in Section IV.

III. FRICTION MODEL WITHOUT PAD CONDITIONING

The friction force between the wafer and the polishing pad
during a polishing process is highly dependent on the relative
velocity distribution and the wafer/pad surface characteristics.
In this section, we discuss the friction modeling without con-
sidering the pad conditioning effect.

The polishing pad normally is made of layers of polyurethane.
During polishing, it is believed that the wafer is supported by
the pad pores [7], [17]. On the polishing pad surface, there are a
lot of broken pores (from pad conditioning) and slurry can then
accumulate inside these pores. When a wafer is pushed against
the pad, some slurry particles are squeezed into the pad pores
and remove the wafer film. Fig. 5 shows a scanning electron mi-
croscopy (SEM) picture of the pad cross section and a schematic
of the wafer/pad contact.
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Fig. 3. LPT air-bearing systems. (a) Polishing platen assembly. (b) Platen air zones.

Fig. 4. LPT conditioner systems. (a) Radial arm conditioner. (b) Linear conditioner.

Fig. 5. (a) SEM picture of IC 1000 pad cross section. (b) Schematic of wafer/pad contact.

A. Friction Force and Spindle Torque

In the following, we first investigate the kinematic relation-
ship between the wafer and polishing pad and then study the
friction forces and torques. Fig. 6 shows a schematic of a pol-
ishing wafer on the moving polishing pad. Denote the polishing
pad velocity as and the wafer rotating speed as . For an ar-
bitrary point on the wafer surface, we can write the position
vector in the - coordinate system as

where is the distance from point to the origin , is the

angle between vector and the -axis, and and are the ,
unit vectors, respectively.
From Fig. 6, we can calculate the relative velocity of the

point on the wafer with respect to the contacting point on the
pad

and its magnitude is

(1)
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Fig. 6. Schematic of the linear CMP wafer/pad kinematic relationship.

Assume that for blanket wafers the average wafer/pad contact
pressure is uniformly distributed across the wafer and that is
equal to the external applied pressure . For patterned wafers,
the pressure is, however, not equal to the external applied pres-
sure due to the wafer topography. We will discuss the pat-
terned wafer topography effect in Section V. Denote the whole
wafer surface area as . Consider a small piece of area
around the point on the wafer. Using the distributed LuGre
dynamic friction model [18], we can calculate the friction force

on as

(2)

where is the average friction bristle deformation on , ,
, 1, 2, are the friction model parameters, and is the

normal force applied on . The parameter is used to model
the variations of the wafer/pad contact conditions. The function

is given by

(3)

where and are the Coulomb and static friction coefficients
between the wafer and pad surface, respectively, and is the
Stribeck velocity.

The LuGre friction model (2) uses the average microscopic
bristle deformation to model the friction force . The dy-
namics of is dependent on the relative velocity between two
sliding surfaces. It has been demonstrated that the LuGre fric-
tion model accurately captures the friction characteristics be-
tween two contact surfaces [18], such as a wafer and polishing
pad. Moreover, the model (2) has a simple mathematical form
and is easily used for parameter estimation purposes.

For uniformly distributed pressure, . The total fric-
tion force and spindle moment 1 with respect to the wafer
center can be calculated as

(4)

For the friction force model (2), the dynamic responses of
the friction internal state are much faster than the polishing
process dynamics. In a very short period of time, the friction
force and moments have reached their steady-state values. We
can, therefore, calculate the steady-state frictional moments by
using the steady-state solutions of (2). Letting in
(2), we obtain

Substituting (4), we can calculate the friction moment gen-
erated on as

(5)

where is the unit vector along the -axis.
In order to calculate the total moment applied on the spindle,

we need to approximate the nonlinear function . Using a
first-order approximation, from (3) we obtain

(6)

1We use superscript notations “s” and “r” to indicate the spindle and roller
systems, respectively.
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Fig. 7. Integral E(v ; !) as a function of the pad speed v and the wafer carrier rotating speed !. (a) Integral E (v ; !). (b) Integral E (v ; !).

With the approximation (6), we can compute the friction mo-
ment (5) and obtain

where . The magnitude of the moment
is calculated as

(7)

where the integral is defined as a function of and
as follows:

(8)

Since there is no closed-form for integral calculation (8), it
is not easy to see the relationship between the friction torque
and the polishing parameters. We can, however, compute (8) nu-
merically. For normal CMP operations, ,

. Fig. 7(a) shows an example of the integral
values for such a range.

For most CMP processes, pad speed is fast and wafer car-
rier rotating speed is slow. Using (1), we can approximate

as

(9)

Using (9), we can calculate the friction torque as2

(10)

B. Roller Torque

The friction moment applied to the roller rotating axis can be
calculated in the same fashion as for the spindle system (Fig. 2).
The polishing pad is tensioned and the friction force is applied
on the roller. We can calculate the friction force passing
along the pad movement direction and the roller friction mo-
ment as follows:

(11)

(12)

where is the roller radius and the integral is de-
fined as

(13)

Similar to the integral , Fig. 7(b) shows an example
of the integral values for a normal CMP operation
range. When the pad speed is fast and the wafer carrier speed

2Detailed calculations can be found in the Appendix.
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Fig. 8. Kinematics schematic of the radial arm conditioner.

is slow, using (9) we can obtain a similar approximation for
(12)

(14)

Remark 1: From Fig. 7, we can clearly see that integral
for the same and . Moreover,

is not sensitive to the wafer carrier speed changes
at a large pad speed. Similarly, is not sensitive to
the pad speed changes since is small. Comparing (10) with
(14), we can also obtain . This fact is observed in
experiments shown in the companion paper [9].

Remark 2: For most CMP processes, the calculations of the
spindle and roller torques can be approximated by (10) and (14),
respectively. The model parameter
in most cases satisfies because and are
very close and .3 Therefore, the spindle torque is
proportional to the external pressure , the wafer carrier speed

and the reciprocal of the pad speed ; the roller torque
is also proportional to the pressure but not sensitive to the
wafer carrier speed and to the pad speed (due to a small

) at all. This theoretical conclusion has been verified by the
experimental results presented in [9].

IV. PAD CONDITIONING EFFECT ON FRICTION MODELS

A kinematic analysis of the conditioner disk movement on
the polishing pad is important for studying the pad conditioning
effects. Fig. 8 shows a kinematics diagram of the radial arm con-
ditioner system. The radial arm of the conditioner rotates with
constant angular speed around the fixed point . Denote the
maximum angular displacement of the radial arm as . The
movement of the conditioner disk is symmetric with respect to
the center line of the polishing pad. Define an - coordinate
system as shown in Fig. 8 and denote the arm length as .

We neglect the time that the radial arm accelerates from 0 to
and decelerates from to 0 at the front-limit and rear-limit

positions.4 Due to the periodic movement of the conditioner

3Estimating model parameters such as � and � =� will be discussed in [9].
4This assumption is valid since the driving direct current motor can accelerate

and decelerate within a time less than 3% of the sweep time.

disk, we only need to study a two-sweep time period. Consid-
ering the moving trajectory of the conditioner disk center point

on the polishing pad, we can obtain the following velocity

(15)

Here we take counter-clockwise rotation as the positive angular
velocity. The radial arm rotating angle must be
within the range of the maximum value , i.e.,

.
For the linear pad conditioning system, the trajectory of the

conditioner disk center on the pad is much easier to analyze
since the motion of the conditioner disk is decoupled in the -
and , axis directions. Similarly we can obtain the velocity of
the point as follows:

(16)

Here, the velocity vector in the positive axis direction takes
a positive value. The conditioner disk position is restricted by

.
Fig. 9(a) shows an example of the trajectories of the condi-

tioner disk center point on the polishing pad under both radial
arm and linear conditioner systems. The pad speed is 200 ft/min,
the time period per sweep is 7 s, , and in.
From Fig. 9(a) we can clearly see that the trajectory difference
between these two conditioner systems is not significant and, in
fact, their trajectories are almost identical. This is because the
pad speed is much faster than the conditioner sweep speed and
the trajectory is dominated by the pad linear motion. In the fol-
lowing, we assume that the effects of both conditioner systems
are the same and only analyze the linear conditioner system.

Without pad conditioning, the wafer/pad friction coefficients
, are considered to be constants across the pad. Under

pad conditioning, and are no longer constant and uniform
across the pad since the conditioner disk changes the pad sur-
face. The wafer/pad friction coefficients are different at various
locations: for the portion of the pad that has been conditioned
by the disk, the friction coefficients are higher than the portion
that has not been conditioned.

Fig. 10 shows the kinematic relationship between a condi-
tioned pad portion and the wafer. We denote the conditioner disk
radius as and the distance from the wafer center to the center of
the conditioner disk as . During one conditioning sweep, the
conditioned pad portion (shaded area in Fig. 10) moves across
the wafer surface at a constant speed. For simplicity, we assume
that the end-limit positions of conditioner disk are tangent with
the wafer surface (as shown in Fig. 10). Then is changing
from (conditioner disk cutting into the wafer surface) to 0
(conditioner disk covering the wafer center portion) and then to

(conditioner disk leaving the wafer surface). In order
to calculate the pad conditioning impact on friction forces and
torques, we can first calculate the variations of the area of the
conditioned pad portion as a function of time .

Denote the period of the conditioner movement as per
sweep. Consider a two-sweep period when the conditioner disk
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Fig. 9. Trajectories of conditioner disk center for a two-sweep conditioning system. (a) Trajectory of two conditioner systems on an infinitely-long polishing pad.
(b) Trajectory of linear conditioner system on a 2.3-m-long polishing pad.

Fig. 10 . Spatial relationship between the conditioned pad portion and the
wafer.

moves from the rear to the front and then back to the rear posi-
tions (2 sweeps). The conditioner disk center position can
be calculated as

if
if

(17)

where is the linear moving velocity of the conditioner disk.
We assume that the pad linear motion dominates the relative

velocity between the wafer and the pad. Therefore, the increased
amount of friction forces due to pad conditioning can be calcu-
lated as a function of the fraction of the conditioned pad portion

area (shaded area in Fig. 10) out of the whole wafer area. For the
spindle friction torque, we have to consider both magnitude and
sign of the shaded area with respect to the wafer center . Let

denote the signed area of the conditioned pad portion
within a rear-to-front conditioning sweep (i.e., ).5

can be calculated as follows (see (18) at bottom of the
next page).6

We are now ready to estimate the difference in the friction
torque with and without pad conditioning. Suppose that after
pad conditioning the wafer/pad friction coefficients (both
Coulomb and static friction coefficients) increase by the same
amount

where and are the Coulomb and static wafer/pad
friction coefficients after pad conditioning. Since the increase in
friction coefficient only happens on the conditioned pad portion,
the additional spindle moment due to pad conditioning is pro-
portional to the fraction of the conditioned pad portion area. We
can then obtain the following calculation for the spindle friction
torque

(19)

where is the pad conditioning
factor at time .

In (19), we only consider the effect of one conditioned pad
trajectory within one pad rotating cycle. For a CMP process,
the polishing pad is running at high speed and the conditioner
sweep speed is relatively slow. In one conditioning sweep, the

5Due to symmetry, we can obtain a similar formula for T � t < 2T .
6In practice, v is calculated as v = (2R + �=T ), where � � 0 and T is

specified by users. Therefore, v T � 2R. The relationship R � 3r holds for
the LPT systems.
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conditioned pad trajectory could repeatedly cross the wafer sur-
face several times (see Fig. 9(b), for example.) In order to cap-
ture the effect of multiple pad rotating cycles, we need to modify

in (19) as

(20)

where , , are the forgetting factors, and
is the number of pad rotating cycles within one pad condi-

tioning sweep, ,7 where is the length
of the polishing pad. Time constant is defined as the time pe-
riod for the conditioned pad trajectory to travel one pad length

.8 The values of the forgetting factors depend
on the polishing and conditioner systems and in practice we de-
termine these values empirically.

For the roller system moment, we can calculate the effect of
pad conditioning in the same fashion. One difference is that the
pad conditioning effect always adds an amount of extra positive
load on the roller axis while for the spindle moment the extra
load could be either positive or negative. Therefore, we can ob-
tain an unsigned area (instead of signed area for
the spindle system) of the conditioned pad portion (shaded area

7The function [x] means the largest integer number that is less than a real
number x 2 .

8There are in total T =T conditioned pad trajectories on the polishing pad
during one conditioning sweep. It is easy to see that if the number v T =L is
an irrational number, the conditioner disk will cover the whole pad surface by a
large number of sweeps.

in Fig. 10) as (see (21) at bottom of page) We can modify (19)
and (20) accordingly for the roller system and a similar factor

can be obtained to model the pad conditioning impact.
We neglect the friction force that the conditioner disk ap-

plies on the polishing pad since this amount of force is much
smaller than the wafer/pad friction force. With the pad condi-
tioning factor , we can obtain the roller system moment

with respect to the roller rotating axis as

(22)

where .
Fig. 11 shows one example of the spindle pad conditioning

factors and roller pad conditioning factor , re-
spectively. In the calculation, we use ,

, , , and .
From Fig. 11 we notice different pad conditioning effects on the
spindle and roller moments. For both spindle and roller systems,
the extra friction moment fluctuations due to pad conditioning
look like sinusoid curves. However, for the spindle system, the
oscillation period is about around zero while for the roller
system the period is and always positive.

V. PATTERNED WAFER TOPOGRAPHY EFFECT

In this section, we consider how the patterned wafer film to-
pography affects friction modeling. Since the local wafer/pad
contact pressure decreases during the patterned wafer polishing
process, the friction forces between the patterned wafer and pad

if

if

if

if

if

(18)

if or

if or

if

(21)
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Fig. 11. Example of the friction torque factor  (t) under two sweep pad
conditioning.

also decrease. At the beginning of the polishing process, the
local wafer/pad contact pressure is higher than the ex-
ternal pressure because the wafer/pad contact area is much
smaller than the wafer disk area . Assume that all dies on the
wafer are identical and then we can obtain the average pressure

as

(23)

In the following, we use the shallow trench isolation (STI) de-
vice patterned wafers as an example to explain how we calculate
the pattern factor . Fig. 12(a) shows the schematic of the
STI device cross section. In the STI process, isolation trenches
are plasma etched in the silicon, and then overfilled with chem-
ical vapor deposition (CVD) silicon dioxide. Next, the oxide is
polished back to a planar surface using CMP, while removing
as little of the nitride as possible. Fig. 12 shows the snapshot
sequence of surface topography cross section changes of an STI
CMP process. Let and denote the pitch and active film
widths, respectively.9 The pattern density is defined as the ratio
of trench width over the whole pitch width

(24)

Denote the initial trench step height as [Fig. 12(a)]. Let
denote the contact height at which the polishing pad starts to

touch the trench oxide surface [Fig. 12(b)]. When the process
starts [Fig. 12(a)], the pad only contacts the active oxide area
and the bottom of the trench is never polished (assuming

). Therefore, the wafer/pad contact area is equal to
the total active oxide area across the wafer. When more oxide
materials have been removed from the surface, the step height

decreases and under the pressure the pad will start to
touch the trench oxide, as shown in Fig. 12(b). Once the process
continues, the contact area keeps increasing [as shown in

9A pitch area consists of a trench and an active area [Fig. 12(a)].

Fig. 12(c)]. Finally, the active oxide area is completely removed
(step height ) and the wafer/pad contact area is the
whole wafer surface, namely [Fig. 12(d)].

We consider the step height model by Smith et al. [19]
and Lee [20].

Case 1:
In this case, the pad does not contact the

trench oxide at the beginning of the polishing
process. The step height during the pol-
ishing process can be modeled as

(25)

where is the blanket oxide wafer re-
moval rate, is the time when the step
height reaches the contact height and

is the delaying constant for
film height.

For the wafer/pad contact area , it is easy to
see that during , , and

as ; for the transient period
we have to calculate the contact area

between the polishing pad and the oxide trench
[Fig. 12(c)]. Let denote one pitch area and

and denote the contact areas of the pol-
ishing pad with the oxide trench and with a pitch,
respectively. Denote the trench length as . We
have and the trench contact area
can be calculated as

(26)

Substituting (25) into the above equation, we
can obtain

(27)

Therefore, the total wafer/pad contact area
within a pitch is then given as

For the same density and pitch width,10

, , we then have a
uniform polishing profile across the wafer. The
pattern factor is then calculated as

. (28)

Case II:
In this case, the pad already touches the down

trench area when the polishing starts. The de-

10We will discuss how to calculate the pattern factor  (t) with various
densities in a die in [9].
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Fig. 12. Snapshot schematic of STI patterned wafer surface cross section during a CMP process: (a) starting polishing; (b) at contact height; (c) pad touchdown
with trenches; and (d) surface planarized.

crease of the step height during the pol-
ishing process can be modeled as

(29)

From (26) and (29), we have

(30)

We can solve (30) with the initial condition

(31)

Similarly, we can calculate the pattern factor
as

(32)

Fig. 13 shows one example of the STI patterned wafer fric-
tion factor . The following parameters are used in the
example: , , and .
Two contact heights are used to plot : and

. For a larger initial step height , the
contact area is smaller since the pad only contacts the active

Fig. 13. Example of the friction torque factor  (t) with STI patterned
wafers with two different contact heights h .

oxide area at the beginning of the process. Therefore, the fric-
tion factor is larger (solid line in Fig. 13). On the other hand,
if the initial step height is small , the friction factor

is smaller since the pad contacts the wafer on both the ac-
tive oxide and down trench areas.
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For both cases, the wafer/pad contact area and the average
wafer/pad pressure can be estimated as

(33)

Therefore, for patterned wafer polishing with pad conditioning,
the spindle and roller moments can be modified based on (19)
and (22) as

(34)

VI. CONCLUSION

A wafer/pad friction modeling, estimation, and monitoring
scheme is proposed for CMP processes. Analytical friction
modeling is discussed in this paper and experimental validation
and applications will be presented in the companion paper [9].
In this paper, the kinematic relationship between the wafer and
the polishing pad was first investigated. A distributed LuGre
dynamic friction model was used to model the wafer/pad fric-
tion characteristic. Since it is difficult to measure the wafer/pad
friction directly, the use of the polisher spindle and roller
moments to monitor the friction in situ was instead proposed.
An analytical relationship between wafer/pad friction coeffi-
cients, polishing parameters and spindle and roller moments
has been proposed. Moreover, the effects of pad conditioning
and patterned wafer topography on the wafer/pad friction char-
acteristic were also investigated. The results showed that the
spindle torque is relatively small at high pad speeds typically
used in practice. Roller motor torque is instead a potential
candidate to be used to monitor the wafer/pad friction and the
pad conditioning system as well as other polishing parameters
such as wafer carrier pressure. The proposed models can be
used to monitor in situ the wafer/pad friction and further used as
a tool for system diagnostics and process control. The friction
modeling and analysis method discussed in this paper can also
be extended and applied to orbit and rotary CMP polishers.

APPENDIX

CALCULATION OF MOMENT WITH A FAST PAD SPEED

AND A SLOW WAFER CARRIER SPEED

By approximation (9), the magnitude of the spindle moment
is calculated as

(35)

Define and we can calculate the first integral
term in the above equation as

(36)

where we use the fact since
. Combining (35) and (36), we obtain the friction moments (10)

as
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